PACS. 71.10 -General theories and computational techniques. PACS. 61.55H -Alloys.
Despite their profound effects on atomic and molecular spectroscopy [l] , relativistic effects have so far been implicated only in rather minor, quantitative corrections to the phase stability of compounds. Using a statistical-mechanics description of effective interatomic interactions deduced from first-principles local-density calculations, we illustrate here how relativistic mass velocity and Darwin effects are responsible for long-range crystallographic order in NiPt and for phase separation in AuPt. The general method of analysis presented here further permits a clear identification of the classic metallurgical stability factors in compounds (size mismatch, relaxation, and charge transfer) in terms of a first-principles electronic-structure theory.
The central energetic quantities used in the theoretical discussion of phase stability [2-51 are the formation enthalpy AHF(r,) of the ordered (ord) compound A/B in structure Q and the mixing enthalpy AH-(x) of a random (rand) alloy AI -, B, of composition x. These are defined as the excess energies taken with respect to the equivalent amounts of the solid constituents A and B at their equilibrium volumes V, and VB:
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If &Eod e 0, the random alloy could develop short-range order of the type underlying the structure Q. When LW~ (c) e 0, the long-range-ordered configuration Q could become a stable <<ground-state structure., whereas AHF(g) > 0 means that the ordered structure Q is unstable with respect to phase separation into A and B.
Further insight into of the factors governing such stability trends can be obtained by decomposing the energies (1)-(3) into a sequential process (e.g., ref.
[61), as follows:
First, deform hydrostatically pure A and B from their equilibrium volumes VA and VB to the volume V, akin to the find compound Q with composition x. In doing so we invest a wolume deformation. 0) energy AEW: it vanishes if the constituents are size-matched (V' = VB Vu) and is positive (i.e. promotes phase separation) othervise. Since, to within a good approximation, the molar volumes of structures at the same composition are equal [6] , AEW depends essentially on the composition x but not on the atomic configuration Q.
Second, permit A(V,) and B(V,), both prepared at the find volume Vu, to form the compound cr(V,) in its ideal structure. In this constant-volume and constant-geometry reaction one permits charge-transfer, the formation of hybridized energy bands, etc.; the energy change will thus be called the <<charge exchange. (CE) energy AEcE.
Finally, permit the atoms in configuration Q to relax to their energy-minimizing positions. Such strain-relieving relaxations (REL) change the energy by AEREL (0). This includes both cell-internal displacements as well as cell-external deformation (e.g., changing the c/a ratio in the Llo structure). Like the volume deformation, the energy A E R E L ( u ) too tends to vanish for size-matched systems. In contrast to AEW, however, relaxations depend on the atomic configuration Q and are energy lowering (i.e. promote ordering).
We will compute the above-mentioned components of AH
directly from their definitions as differences in the appropriate total energies, thus quantitatively isolating various factors governing phase stability. We will further repeat the calculations using a constrained Hamiltonian (e.g., relativistic vs. nonrelativistic) finding how certain electronic interactions affect phase stability.
To calculate the mixing enthalpy AH- (2) of the random alloy, we use an Ising-like cluster expansion 1' 71. The alloy is treated as a lattice problem whereby configuration Q is defined by specifying the occupation of each of the N lattice sites i by an A atom (where the spin variable is Si = -1) or a B atom (si = 1). The energy of any of the 2N configurations can be [8] mapped into an Ising Hamiltonian where the J's are effective interaction energies for sites, pairs and three-body (first, second, and third sums, respectively), etc. The interaction energies are found by mapping eq. (5) onto a set of directly calculated formation energies AHF(u) for N , structures Here, AHF(o) is calculated from eq. (1) using the local-density formalism, and w, is the symmetry-mandated weight [9] of structure Q. We include in eq. (5) NF trial digures. F (pairs, three-body, four-body) and N , structures. Solving eq. (6) we find a set of interactions {JF }. Their transferability is then examined by using them to predict via eq. 
AH-($) = (mIhg(g)).
To calculate AH-(x, 2' ) at finite temperature we solve eq. (5) using the tetrahedron cluster variation method as described in ref. [9] .
Since the input to eq. (6) is a set {AHF ( a ) } of formation enthalpies for ordered compounds, and since each of these can be decomposed according to eq. (4), the final random alloy energy AH- (2) can also be represented in the form (5). Consequently, the .ordering energy. of eq. (3) can be expressed as
permitting its analysis in terms of excess relaxation and charge exchange relative to the random alloy. Note that 8Eord (a) does not depend on the volume deformation a m .
While the direct inversion cluster expansion formalism of eqs. (5), (6) has been previously used to predict ground-state structures and phase diagrams of semiconductor [ll] and transition metal compounds [9] , we use it here for the first time in the context of the microscopic decomposition (eqs. (4) and U)), as a tool for analyzing the electronic origins of phase stability in intermetallic compounds. The binary structures formed in the Ni-Pt-Au group are particularly challenging in this respect: i) While d-band filling arguments [4] suggest that all alloys of late transition metals will phase-separate (rather than order) at low temperatures (since the antibonding part of the d band is nearly filled), NiPt exhibits strong Llo ordering [12] . ii) While charge transfer and hybridization were predicted to lead to long-range ordering in NiPt [9] , the NiAu system that has a 50% larger electronegativity difference is known to phase-separate [12] . iii) However, despite its phase separation at low temperatures [12] , NiAu exhibits Llo-type short-range order at high temperatures [13] .
We have carried out the formalism described here using in eq. (6) The main results of this work are illustrated in fig. 1 . They show the excess energies of the random alloy and of ordered compounds as obtained in a nonrelativistic and scalar-relativistic calculations. The ordering energy can be read off as the difference (eq. (3)) between ordered and random energies. To isolate the effects of volume deformation, we show in each figure the energy of A + B before and after they are volume deformed. Table I gives the decomposition of eqs. (4) and (7) for ordered and disordered structures. Our analysis shows the following features: i) A nonrelativistic description of NiPt predicts phase separation as the ground state, despite the fact that the ordering energy 8Eord (Llo) is negative. Neglecting AEm and AEREL, Pinski et al. [3] have previously calculated nonrelativistically the finite-temperature generalization of 8 E 0~ and from it the long-range order (LRO). They predict an ordering transition into the Llo structure at the temperature of T, -1500 K. However, since the nonrelativistic description used by them gives AHF(Llo) > 0 (table I), the system must phase-separate rather than order. Hence, a correct nonrelativistic description does not produce LRO at any temperature. This illustrates the fact that neglect of relaxation [3] can lead to large errors in order-disorder transition temperatures, and that, in general, LRO cannot be predicted from a theory of 8Eord. A similar conclusion is apparent in the relativistic description of NiAu (table   I) : we find that AHH, (L1, ) > 0 despite 8EOd (Ll, ) e 0. This is consistent with the observation of (001) short-range order in high-temperature NiAu alloys which phase-separates at lower temperatures [131.
ii) The reason why the nonrelativistic ground state of NiPt is phase separation is the dominance of volume deformation over charge exchange and relaxation (table I) . Indeed, the calculated nonrelativistic lattice constants of the f.c.c. constituents (aNi = 3.479A and aR = = 4.107A) show a large (16.6%) relative size mismatch leading to a large destabilizing AEm .
Relativity stabilizes NiPt for two reasons. First, it reduces the size mismatch to 12.9%: we find U N~ = 3.459 A and aR = 3.935 A (compared with measured values of 3.524 A and 3.923 respectively). The relativistic reduction in size mismatch leads to a reduction in AEm, hence Considering the Au-Ni-Pt triangle, we conclude that when both elements are heavy (AuPt), relativity promotes phase separation through increased AEm and diminished AEcE, while when only one of the two elements is heavy ( N P t and NiAu), relativity reduces AEw and increases AECE, thus contributing to ordering. iv) Relaxation can have a profound effect both on the short-range order (underlying GEod) and on the LRO. Table I shows for example that a nonrelativistic description of NiAu gives GEord(Llo) = AECE(LlO) -AEcE(rand) < 0 in the absence of relaxation. In contrast, when relaxation is permitted one finds &Eord(Llo) > 0 (since the random alloy relaxes more than the ordered Llo structure). In general the relaxation energy depends strongly on the symmetry of the structure: A E R E L for the Llo , L l l , and the 22 structures are -20.2, -28.0, and -177.8 meV/atom in NiAu, and -18.0, -24.5, and -134.0meV/atom in NiF't. The neglect of relaxation effects by previous methods [2] [3] [4] can hence cloud the predictions of both formation energies and ordering energies.
The method illustrated here offers a general way of analyzing trends in phase stability in terms of electronic-structure constructs obtained from first-principles studies. 
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